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Summative Statement
This body of work reflects an ongoing interest in the intersection of art + outdoor education. This was my
MA thesis topic of inquiry, and I am grateful that I had the opportunity to explore this field through a
studio practice. These drawings show a full circle journey of exploration, although perhaps it is more of a
loop with the thread extending beyond towards my future practice.

The first piece that I made, Cup Drawing 1, is a study of drawing in the round, seeing what it felt like to
draw an image on a three-dimensional object. The image of a bridge serves as a metaphor, linking the
path between art + outdoor education. Snowflakes Turn to Flowers is a reflection on the seasonal shifts
and climate change of New England, inspired by Fred Liang’s cut paper works. Tools of the Trade and
Materials of a Maker are part of my series spectrum and served as chapter illustrations in my thesis. Drawing
the different tools and materials of an artist and adventurer made me reflect on my own practice as an
outdoor artist and what I bring with me into the field. Outdoor/Indoor Studio is a study of where inspiration
is found and where art is made. John Muir Trail is a response to the ‘long drawing’ prompt, considering
how to visually convey length. I immediately thought of a trek; the experience of traveling a great distance.
A map spanning 211 miles seemed like a fitting way to translate this idea. The JMT map also folds out of
my thesis book—one section at the beginning, the other at the end. The trail runs through it. My final
piece, Farm Animals Stick Together, is an exploration of integrating color into my practice. I love color,
and I love line. It was somewhat of a surprise to work exclusively in black and white for most of the
semester. Painting on a helmet enabled me to return to drawing in the round, considering how to
incorporate my art with a preexisting object and design. I selected blue and white as simple light and dark
tones, using the vibrant orange hue of the helmet as a background. Blue and orange are also
complementary colors, which creates a strong contrast. During the final critique, I received useful feedback
on how to develop this concept further. I look forward to more fully utilizing this interplay between art,
design, and the outdoors. One peer also suggested that I could turn this helmet painting practice into a
lesson plan with students—promoting safety through custom, personalized design! I appreciate that the
structure of this course gave us the freedom to experiment, play, take risks, and develop an independent
body of work.
Thanks Nancy!
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4.5” x 3.5”, Micron Pen, Cup Drawing 1
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11.5” x 12”, Cut Paper, Snowflakes Turn to Flowers
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11” x 11”, Micron Pen, Tools of the Trade (Series Spectrum)
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11” x 11”, Micron Pen, Materials of a Maker (Series Spectrum)
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5.5” x 11”, Micron Pen, Outdoor/Indoor Studio
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9” x 24”, Micron Pen, John Muir Trail (Long Drawing)
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5.75” x 7.75”, Enamel Paint, Farm Animals Stick Together (Integrative Color)
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